Abstract: Sentiment analysis is an important topic that has tracked attention since 2001. It basically is text classification based on analyzing opinions that expressed by writing (e.g., social media, blogs, discussion groups, etc
Introduction
Opinion mining(OM) one of the fields of data mining that based on opinions that extracted from text files, three main sections extracted from OM, sentiment classification, ,development of linguistic resourcesandopinionsummarization, as shown in figure 1 [1] .Sentiment analysis (SA) is the process of classification opinions (e.g. .positive or negative or neutral) from the documents like product reviews/movie reviews. internet now have huge number of users which they use interment to express their opinions about any products, movies, books, restaurants Political personalities , people use blogs, social websites, discussion groups to express their opinions, there for the demand for sentiment analysis increased. Mining of those unstructured text has become one of the most active researches with many applications. The idea of sentiment analysis to classify the opinion into positive and negative sentiment.Another idea is to give the document rate from 1 to 5. Most sentiment analysis applications : 56 are focus on English data [5] [6] and few dataset in Arabic [4] [5] [7] , we start with English data set, and due to the lack of Arabic dataset .we think about make an Arabic data set but a lot of complications make identify Arabic opinions more complex compared to huge number of available English resources and lexicons such as lack of resources and high ineffectual nature of Arabic language [7] , the variant sources of ambiguity [3] [8] , and rich metaphoric script usage remain the most challenging problems 2
Figure. 1.1Relationship between opinion mining and its tasks
In this work we try to summarize all the experiments that we previous do both in English and Arabic data which address lack of Arabic sentiment analysis datasets in this field, in the hope of sparking more interest in research in Arabic sentiment analysis and related tasks. Towards this end, we make the following contributions:
• Compare the performance of different machine language (ML) based on English data set • Create new Arabic dataset based on the opinions on the movies from YouTube.
• Show that that information gain (IG) is an effective feature selection method, not only in text categorization, but also in sentiment classification.
• Show that NB give better results in classification for movie reviews • Create SentiWord lexicon based on the Arabic dataset • Compare the performance ML and SentiWord Lexicon that we developed and show what is better in text classification. The paper is organized as follows: Summarization of related work given in Section 2. Feature selection methods for choosing most important features discussed in Section 3. Section 4 explain machine learning algorithms. Section 5 show testing algorithms in English data set. Section6 introduces challenges with Arabic data .Corpus that we were creating discussed in section 8SentiWord lexicon described in section 9, Experimental setup and results are discussed in Section 10. Finally, Section 11 describes conclusions.
Related Work
Sentiment classification aims to distinguish whether people like/dislike a product from their reviews. It has emerged as a proper research area.AhmedAbbasi et al., [4] developed sentiment analysis technique to classify opinions that write in text documents. The developed system for sentiment analysis utilized the function of stylistic and syntactic features to estimate sentiment in both Arabic and English. Elhawary and Elfeky in [9] proposed a method to extract reviews that were written in Arabic language, after that reviews are analyzed and determine its sentiment, they use Arabic Similarity Graph which is lexicon based method. No evaluation has been made by this work. Almas and Ahmad in [12] develop method for extracting high quality terms called as local grammar automatically for Arabic and English language they used data from financial news. However, they have reached an acceptable precision of (85.1 %) the performance of the method is very low especially for the recall which is about (17.2%). The Entropy weighted Genetic Algorithm is incorporated to enhance the performance of the classifier and achieve the true assessment of the key features. Experiments were conducted using movie review data set and the results demonstrated that the proposed techniques are efficient However, there domain is very specific since hate and extremist vocabulary is limited and it is not hard to distinguish positive and negative words. Also, they did not use any preprocessing stage which is crucial for Arabic language.
Techniques Used in This Study 3.1Problem Definition
Sentiment analysis aims to determine the opinion in such a product and if its satisfy customer prediction or not for future improvements we try to build a model that can classify a comment to positive or negative .We try to make a solution that give us high accuracy by minimum number of features of the original and machine learning method are used to make calculate classification accuracy.
3.2Information Gain (IG)
Information gain (IG) is one of the main feature selection methods that used in sentiment classification .IG select the top ranked features according to class. Feature selection use to reduce the features size. So when the feature is pre identified the important features choices, and it gives better accuracy in classification.
:
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Where , P (CJ) the total number of text files that classified to class Cj out of total text files,and P(w) total number of text files in which w term appears.P(Cj|w) the total number of text filesfrom class Cj that have term w.
4.Machine Learning Algorithms

4.1Multinomial Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes [15] is one of the machine learning algorithms used especially for text classification, its one the efficient algorithms due to it's efficiency and usability ,it works on conditional independent. [15] . A Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier [13] with term frequency. Build based using word count or term existence in the text file, In Boolean Multinomial Naïve Bayes (BMNB) [13] ,word counted 1 if it exist and other it counted zero
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machine one of the most efficient supervised learning methods , this method .SVM| try to find the maximum hyper plane that can separate the training document in way that be highly separable. SVM has used mainly for classification text files [15] and for sentiment analysis [10] , [11] . Much like the human brain, SVMs learn by example. Each example consists of an m number of data points(x1, x2…...xm) followed by a label (or target), which in the two class classification we will consider later, will be +1 or -1. -1 representing one state and 1 representing another.
Decision Trees
The tree method used to calculate decision tree. It is simple to test and in editing, and this tree can be used to extract set of decision rules .this approach are valuable in case we have different number of attribute in a huge database. Decision Tree classification are simple especially in identification of significant variable because the result create as a binary tree like a structure
Sentiment classification with English Data set
Dataset
For testing our method we use four dataset collected from Amazon.com (book, DVD, and electronics) eachcontains 2 reviews 1000 positive and 1000 negative.
Evaluation Metrics
The performance of most classifiers is measured using the popular metrics precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy. First precision express the correctness of the used classifier it means that when the precision increase the number of false positive decrease. (False positive means the documents that isnegative or neutral and classified as positive incorrectly). On the contrary, lower precision means the number of documents classified as false positive increase. Recall considers the completeness of the precision, as precision increase recall decrease. Recall expresses thesensitivity of the specified classifier.
The accuracy expresses the correctness of each classifier in classification documents. The f-measure expresses the average of the both, f-measure gives high result when thetwo values are near.
F-Measure=2*(Precision*recall)/(Precision+ recall)
Different feature Selection methods For Sentiment analysis
We use more than method for feature selection but every one of them have advantages and disadvantages. First IG can use to specify the percentage of importance of every term. This method also used to determine redundancy in data and also give high number of attribute if the data is huge. mRMR use to ignore feature that considered redundancy. mRMR has a merit that it take in its account he dependency between features and also it safe time so when we combine RS and IG it give better These approach first calculate information gain for every attribute and choose all have IG more zero, so if this step we eliminate all redundant and noisy this step take effort and assumptions. Then send this features to RSTto get the optimal feature. This method show that combine these method is perform better and safe effort and time.
Results and Discussions
Firstly, we extract the unigram features and choose all features and ignore any feature selection algorithms, then we apply feature selection techniques to choose the best features that give the best result .we find that IG and mRMR consider the best in feature selection method in this case. Product reviews are used that contain three data set (DVD, Books, Electronics, are used after some preprocessing. Table 6 .1 shows the result of every feature selection method we used it first show number of unigram features and then rough set features and features using mRMR. And finally number of features when we used Rough set and information gain which give better performance. Experimental shows that mRMR and IG selects about 60-75% of common features, mRMR able to remove noisy features that unwanted. It can select only optimal features and retains only features with minimum correction among in all features. When we use hybrid (rough set+IG) method make the accuracy increase about 1.5% and when use ( Rs+ IG+mRMR) the accuracy increase about 4.2% that's because RS use to remove redundant data then IG choose the top features then send to mRMR to eliminate unused features.
Challenges of Arabic Sentiment
The main difficulty of performing sentiment analysis in Arabic social media lies in the fact that communication within the social media context is carried out using "spoken" or colloquial Arabic rather than the more formal Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Not only is the vocabulary of colloquial Arabic different than that of MSA, the structure of the sentences is much more random which is why parsing this text poses a major challenge [2] .
Lexicon: The first step in the data that used in sentiment analysis and classification, is to determine the polarity of the given text whether it positive, negative or natural by using sentiment lexicon. Sentiment lexicon is typically consisting of a list of words and their trends as either negative, positive terms, but this lexicon is rare. The first lexicon developed on Arabic mining is that presented in [3] in which the goal was to mine Arabic business reviews. In this work, the authors used a seed set of 1600 words (600 positive, 900 negative, and 100 neutral).The seed words were used within an Arabic similarity graph built using a large web corpus to determine the polarity Abdul-Mageed et al [16] presented a system for carrying out sentence level subjectivity and sentiment analysis for modern standard Arabic (MSA) text. Abdul-Mageed and Diab also presented a system for learning an Arabic lexicon [4] , but again, the focus was on MSA terms
Arabic Dataset
In this section we start by describing the needed pre-processing phase to the input Arabic text. The details of these approaches that we used in build classification model are given in sections 8 and 9 and the results analysis is given in section 10.
Corpus Collection and Preparation
Arabic NLP resources are rare, therefore we had to build the needed resources, and perform the required pre-processing on it. The pre-processing tasks include sentence segmentation, morphological analysis, part of speech tagging (POST), and semantic analysis. We downloaded over 28300 reviews from YouTube social network www.youtube.com during the month of November 2013. These reviews were from the first 214 Movie in the list of Arabic Movies.
After harvesting the reviews, we found out that over 25%of them were not in Arabic and 3% written in Franco Arabic. After filtering out the non-Arabic reviews, and performing several pre-processing steps to clean up HTML tags and other unwanted content, we ended up with 200000 Arabic reviews.
Preprocessing
After we collected from YouTube, we striped out the HTML tags and non-textual contents. After that we divide these comments into sequential text files arranged in sequential order. Then begin in the first step in preprocessing which is to normalize the data (normalize all letters that have more than one writhing method) then make stop words removing and stemming.
Collecting Data and Dividing
Data in this context is data that contains negative and/or positive. We decided to collect negative and positive Comments at the same time instead of collecting them in different days. Collecting them at the same time was considered good because it can capture some subtle differences between negative and positive posts in the same time. we followed Some preprocessing steps in order to reach to total initial data .First, After data collected, A total of 30,545 Comment were filtered and divided into two classes (positive and negative) according to lexicon. We used enhanced version of Samhaa lexicon [5] it contains 4000 term but we increase it with some vernacular terms that we will used in our dataset Each of the terms in the lexicon was tagged as being either a verb, adjective, noun, adverb, or idiom/compound
Non-Arabic removal
Both positive and negative data were separated into Arabic and non-Arabic data. This was possible by using regular expression in C# and build our own code to loop to all files and ignore files that contain letters {A-Z, a-z}.
Stop-words removal
Second, stop words are removed from the data we collected Arabic stop words we create lexicon for Arabic stop words collected from multiple domains and create our own code to remove this words from comments. The list of words that we collected is called a stop word list. Stop words are not useful in Search. Stop words remove to save time and space, we build our own code that take the list of words and remove it.
Stemming
After removing stop-words, the sentence is tokenized, and stemming is applied using ArabicStemmerKhoja. For example, when the word "TU‫د‬WXYZ[‫"ا‬ is stemmed to its root the returned token is "]XZ". In this example, the root is very different from the original and can be the root of many other words which can have very different meanings such as: ]^WZ ،‫`د‬Xab. Stemming have two main disadvantages, first, more than one words may have the same root. Second, poor stemmers not have all the words.
SentiWord-lexicon Approach
In this approach, we proposed a machine learning based senti-word lexicon based on YouTube comments that we gathered before. Building manual lists may take much time and effort. To overcome these issues, we suggest another approach that uses a senti-word Lexicon where each term is associated with its sentiment along with a weight. These weights are extracted using SVM based on the comments of YouTube. We divide this process into three phases: data preparation, lexicon development, and the classification step that shows the results of using this lexicon.
Data Preparation Phase
After data collected and divided in to files and make the preprocessing steps we previously made (classifying, stemming, stop words removing, normalization). We use this data in building lexicon.
Lexicon Development phase
First, we built our own program to extract the unigram features and bigram features. Mixing of unigram features and bigram features are using with some weight, we consider the bigram features has a high weight in our lexicon we give high priority for the bigram over the unigram After we extract the words and their frequency we start in calculating weight for every term frequency and idf (inverse document frequency). And the result of multiply then out the weight for every term. Here we have term frequency which express number of appearance each term in a document and to calculate the importance of every word in a document we use this equation The output of this stage is a CSV file which contain the unigram and bigram Features and its frequency, then we send this file to LibSVM to calculate the weight for every term for this (we use Octave free software) after changing the CSV file to LibSVM file using Weka software. After this step we reach to CSV Lexicon File contain the terms with its weight that is used for classification further We used weights calculation methods to apply senti-word lexicon (SWL) for reviews classific classification process done by take the summation of weights either positive or negative the polarity of the comment
We calculate accuracy by dividing number of correctly classified comments by the total number of comments, as in the following equation:
.
Experimental setup and result
Results with Machine Learning selection method using the SVM and Naive Bay measure, IG performs better than the other feature selection methods 25]. Here our objective is to experiment using classification on SVM Decision Trees and Naïve Bays classifier to ascertain if this conclusion will still hold. The results of our experiments are presented in the following sections , and the output express inverse document frequency express the ] all document where word The output of this stage is a CSV file which contain the unigram and bigram Features and its frequency, then we send this file to LibSVM to calculate the weight for every term for this (we use Octave free e using Weka software. After this step we reach to CSV Lexicon File contain the terms with its weight that is used for classification further word lexicon (SWL) for reviews classification. The classification process done by take the summation of weights either positive or negative words, the d comments by the total number of ve Bayes classifier has shown measure, IG performs better than the other feature selection methods
Here our objective is to experiment using IG and for sentiment classification on SVM Decision Trees and Naïve Bays classifier to ascertain if this conclusion will still Table 3 shows the summary of average 10-fold cross validation accuracies in percent for the base classifier. Naïve Bays performed better than SVM accuracies for both classifiers were reduced. SVM had an accuracy of 83.96% and Naïve Bays had an accuracy of 89.34%. The first and the second column represent number of reviews that correctly classified and number of reviews that in correctly classified the rate)and the rate of False positive (Fp Rate) then the precision and the recall and F discussed in section 8.1 Table 3 represents the best results generated without feature selection method, Table  IG performs better and the Accuracy of classification increase about accuracy results of 91% were obtained with only
Initial classification without feature selection
Results with senti word-lexicon approach
We make 16 experiments which is combination of testing words, weights)and show what will result high performance and accuracy
• We conducted experiments with four varying factors: stop words, stemming, normalization, and weights.
• For experiments which didn't make use of the weights factor that using normalization and stop word removal achieved best accuracy declined slightly to 93.112% when only normalization was used • Using the stemming factor has affected that accuracy of the results negatively by on other factors used (as in experiments the fact that the stemmer used was for Modern Standard Arabic, not Colloquial Arabic which the data mostly consisted of. In addition, the stemmer can produce one stem for multiple tokens that vary in their negativity.
• Removing stop words affected the accuracy positively by
As in experiments 3, 7, 11, and
show the summary results for the YouTube dataset generated when feature selection is classification stage using SVM Decision Trees and Naïve Bayes, respectively.
The first and the second column represent number of reviews that correctly classified and number of reviews that in correctly classified the 2 columns after this represent the rate of True rate)and the rate of False positive (Fp Rate) then the precision and the recall and F the best results generated without feature selection method, Table  IG performs better and the Accuracy of classification increase about 3-5% in each model were obtained with only 42% of the features.
lexicon approach experiments which is combination of testing (Normalization, stemming words, weights)and show what will result high performance and accuracy experiments with four varying factors: stop words, stemming, normalization, and For experiments which didn't make use of the weights factor (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 that using normalization and stop word removal achieved best accuracy (93.822% when only normalization was used. Using the stemming factor has affected that accuracy of the results negatively by as in experiments 5, 7, 13, and 15). We attribute this decline in accuracy to the fact that the stemmer used was for Modern Standard Arabic, not Colloquial Arabic which the data mostly consisted of. In addition, the stemmer can produce one stem for multiple tokens that g stop words affected the accuracy positively by .9% with an increase in program speed and 15.
show the summary results for the YouTube dataset generated when feature selection is performed during the classification stage using SVM Decision Trees and Naïve Bayes, respectively.
The first and the second column represent number of reviews that correctly classified and number of this represent the rate of True positive(TP rate)and the rate of False positive (Fp Rate) then the precision and the recall and F-measure that were the best results generated without feature selection method, Table 4 Using the stemming factor has affected that accuracy of the results negatively by 4-5% depending e this decline in accuracy to the fact that the stemmer used was for Modern Standard Arabic, not Colloquial Arabic which the data mostly consisted of. In addition, the stemmer can produce one stem for multiple tokens that with an increase in program speed. • In cases where weights are not used, classification is done as follows: the sentence (or the comment) is analyzed by calculating the number of negative and positive words, according to the prebuilt lexicon. The larger of the two determines the sentiment of the sentence.
• The rest of experiments, where weights are factored in, the classification process is performed by calculating the weight of each word (as explained before in section 7.3 ). Then, the weights of all words are summed and the sign of the calculated value determines the sentiment of the sentence.
• The weights factor by itself increased the accuracy of classification by 1%, as it was the case with experiment 2.
• The best results were observed in experiment 10 when using both weights and normalization.
• Combining stop word removal and weights increased the accuracy slightly as explained before, as in experiments 4, 8, 12, and 16.
• The highest accuracy (95.936%) obtained when used (normalization& stop words removing & weights) in experiment 12 and the lowest(85.544%) when using stemming only in experiment 5
10.4-Comparison with other works
From Literature review can notice that the accuracy of most methods in most domains is low . That is mainly because of the complexity of the Arabic language. In order to understand the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of the various sentiment analysis methods, we present comparison results among them. We begin by comparing the coverage of all methods of sentiment analysis using machine learning and then using senti-wordnet This is support our suggestion that it is better to use combined methods to classify Arabic documents. Table 5 gives the accuracy of applying combined methods.
Conclusion
In this research we used the corpus that collected from YouTube for sentiment analysis purpose. YouTube are used to collect both the training and the testing data that is collected in the same time ,different feature selection methods are used and chose the one that give the best accuracy, more than one machine learning technique are applied, we find that NB five the high accuracy which reached to 91.4% , .we develop sentiword lexicon based on the corpus we collected from YouTube and used this lexicon for classification data which reach accuracy about94.5 %
